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Abstract The models used in Calphad to describe long and

short range ordering in multicomponent alloys have

improved significantly over the last 20 years. For long

range ordering the compound energy formalism has gained

universal acceptance and it is now possible to calculate

realistic phase diagrams including also short range ordering

which means the Gibbs energy is modeled correctly. There

is still a problem in separating enthalpy and entropy which

makes extrapolations to low temperatures uncertain. In this

paper some of the history will be reviewed together with

the current status and some new ideas.

Keywords Calphad � modeling � order/disorder � phase
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1 Introduction

In the Calphad method each phase in a system is modeled

with a separate Gibbs energy expression which is a func-

tion of its constitution, T and P. These models contain

parameters that are fitted to many different kinds of

experimental or theoretical data. For crystalline phases the

structure is a very important part of the model. When atoms

are on different lattice sites, the long range ordering (LRO),

can be described by sublattices. But when the same atom

can occupy different types of sites there can also be locally

short range ordering (SRO) and this is more challenging to

describe. For liquids or amorphous phases there are no

fixed positions for the atoms but they can have short range

ordering which is frequently described with similar models

as used for crystalline phases.

Describing LRO and SRO has been a challenge ever

since Shockley calculated his phase diagram for FCC

ordering in 1938[1] using a Bragg-Williams configurational

entropy.[2] Not until Kikuchi developed the Cluster Vari-

ation Method (CVM) in 1951[3] the problem of modeling

SRO was solved at least theoretically. The mathematical

complexities of the CVM has not yet made it possible to

use in any commercial database. Many of the models dis-

cussed here are explained in more detail in the book by

Lukas et al.[4]

1.1 The Generic Gibbs Energy Expression

All Calphad type models have an explicit Gibbs energy

expression for each phase a which consists of several parts

Ga
M ¼ srf Ga

M � T cfgSaM þ E Ga
M þ phy Ga

M ðEq 1Þ

where srfGa
M is the surface of reference relative to other

phases but also for internal ordering, T is the absolute

temperature, cfgSaM is the configurational entropy, EGa
M is

the excess Gibbs energy and phyGa
M is the contribution to

the Gibbs energy due to specific physical phenomena like

ferromagnetism. This has been explained in Lukas et al.[4]
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and will not be discussed here. The phase superscript will

only be used when necessary.

Note that all terms have a subscript M to indicate that

the property is per mole formula unit of the phase. A lower

case m is used for a property per mole of components. This

distinction is important when the model include vacancies

i.e. empty lattice sites.

1.2 The Substitutional Regular Solution

To have a baseline we start by the Gibbs energy expression

for a substitutional regular solution model for a multi-

component system:

Gm ¼
X

i

xi
�Gi þ RT

X

i

xi lnðxiÞ þ E Gm þ phy Gm

ðEq 2Þ

where xi is the mole fraction of component i, �Gi is the

Gibbs energy of component i relative to the same standard

state, R is the gas constant and xi lnðxiÞ is the ideal entropy
of mixing. Note that in this case we use the property per

mole of components. The pre-superscript in �Gi means it is

for a pure component and may depend on T and P but not

on composition. We will later use the same symbol, but

without the‘‘�’’, for the partial Gibbs energy calculated

from a model.

1.2.1 The Excess Gibbs Energy

The excess Gibbs energy will in general contain several

terms that depend on the composition and T. The compo-

sition dependence is basically a series expansion of the

phase constitution:

EGm ¼
X

i

X

j[ i

xixjðLij þ
X

k[ j

xkðLijk þ � � �ÞÞ ðEq 3Þ

There are very few cases with parameters involving more

than 3 components. The binary Lij can depend on compo-

sition and T. There are several formulations of the com-

position dependence and the most used one is the Redlich-

Kister polynomial[5] because it is symmetrical:

Lij ¼
X

m¼0

ðxi � xjÞm � m Lij ðEq 4Þ

where the parameters mLij may depend linearly on T. Only

if there are significant amount of experimental heat

capacity data the excess parameters may include a T lnðTÞ
term. In a few cases the ternary parameter Lijk is compo-

sition dependent as described in Ref 4.

1.2.2 The Partial Gibbs Energy and the Chemical

Potential

The chemical potential for a component i, denoted li is an
important property of a system and at equilibrium this is

the same as the partial Gibbs energy which can be calcu-

lated from the substitutional regular solution model as:

Gi ¼
oG

oNi

� �

T ;P;Nj 6¼i

¼ Gm þ oGm

oxi

� �

T ;P;xj 6¼i

�
X

j

xj
oGm

oxj

� �

T ;P;xk 6¼j

ðEq 5Þ

A derivation of this formula is found in Ref 4 and 6. At

equilibrium, stable or metastable, the value calculated by

Eq 5 must be the same as the chemical potential, li, for
element i in all stable phases.

2 Long Range Ordering

In a substitutional phase all components occupy the same

set of sites. In order to have LRO a phase must have several

distinct sublattices for the components, and some of the

sublattices may be preferred by certain components. The

lattice gives a regular 3D arrangement of atoms.

There are two very different types of LRO. In the most

common case the phase will always have LRO because the

sublattices are crystallographically different, for example

the r phase with 5 different sublattices or the Laves phase

with two or more. The other type of LRO can occur in

phases with very simple lattices like FCC, BCC or HCP

where at certain ranges of T and composition the atoms

arrange themselves to have a specific kind of atom as the

nearest neighbour, like B2 ordering in Al-Fe. This ordering

can disappear when T or the composition is changed and

this is known as an order/disorder transformation. In some

cases it is of first order but it can also be of second order

without any two-phase region. It is thus necessary to model

both the ordered and disordered state with the same Gibbs

energy function. Some of the crystalline structures dis-

cussed in this paper are shown in Fig. 1.

Phases which are always ordered can have different

degrees of ordering and approach an almost disordered

state but they can never be completely disordered. By

contrast, for a model of a B2 ordered phase we must take

into account that it must also be able to describe the

completely disordered state where all lattice sites are

equivalent.
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2.1 The Constitution Variable, yis

In order to describe the constitution of a phase with several

sublattices the mole fraction is not enough, we need

another type of composition variable, the constituent or

sublattice fraction yjs where j specifies the constituent and s

the sublattice. When there are just two sublattices we often

use y0i and y00i but with 3 or more sublattices that becomes

cumbersome.

Some components may dissolve only on a single sub-

lattice and other components can be on several sublattices.

In a sublattice of some oxides and similar phases we may

even have molecules or ions as constituents.

2.1.1 Ordering Effects on the Heat Capacity

When the constitution of a phase changes at constant

composition that gives a contribution to the heat capacity.

This can have significant effect and is useful to detect

order/disorder phase transformations as shown for the BCC

phase in the Al-Fe system in Fig. 2.

The primary goal of the Calphad modeling is to describe

the phase diagram as well as all properties that can be

obtained from the Gibbs energy and its first and second

derivatives using a single Gibbs energy function for each

phase. It is worth noting that many other phase-based

properties[8] have also been modeled using the Calphad

approach.

2.2 The Compound Energy Formalism

The sublattice model has a long history but only when

computers became easily available and sufficiently fast

there was an interest to develop mathematical models

beyond the regular solution. It is an interesting fact that

when Hillert et al.[9] first modeled interstitial solutions of C

in Fe he based his expression on a two-sublattice model by

Temkin[10] which had been developed for molten salts.

Later this was generalized by Sundman and Ågren[6] and

turned into a formalism, the Compound Energy Formalism

(CEF), by Hillert[11] because its mathematical expression

contained a whole range of separate models for gases, the

regular solution, interstitial solutions, L12 ordered Al-Ni,

topological close-packed (TCP) phases like r to spinel and

perovskite phases with ionic constituents.

The reason for the name, compound energy, was that

when we have a phase with several sublattices with dif-

ferent constituents it is sometimes not possible to separate

the properties of individual components in this phase.

Instead we must consider compounds with a specific con-

stituent on each sublattice and use these to create the Gibbs

energy expression. Such a compound is called an end-

member of a phase because the phase can exist with just a

single endmember and when the composition varies the

fractions of different endmember varies. In some end-

members a sublattice may be vacant and the vacancy was

introduced in the modeling as a real constituent with no

mass or mole fraction but with its chemical potential at

equilibrium always equal to zero. The relation between the

mole fraction of a component and the constituent fractions

in a CEF phase is given by:

xi ¼
P

s as
P

j bijyjsP
s as
P

k

P
j bkjyjs

ðEq 6Þ

where bij is the stoichiometric factor of component i in

constituent j and as is the number of sites on sublattice

s. The fraction of vacancies is automatically excluded from

the summation as the vacancy is not a component although

it may be a constituent and contribute to the configurational

entropy.

Some of the terms of Eq 1 in CEF can be written as:

srfGM ¼
X

I

PIðyi2IsÞ �GI

cfgSM ¼� R
X

s

as
X

i

yis lnðyisÞ
ðEq 7Þ

where I represents an endmember or compound or ‘‘con-

stituent array’’ with one constituent in each sublattice,

PIðyi2IsÞ is the product of one constituent fraction from

each sublattice as specified by I and �GI is the Gibbs

energy of formation of the endmember I. The

A1 A2 B1 B2 L12 L10

D03 L21 C1 A12 D8b H11

Fig. 1 Some common lattices from left to right on top row: FCC, BCC, NaCl, CsCl, Ni3Al, AuCu. On second row: Fe3Al, Heusler, Ca2F; v;r,
spinel
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configurational entropy assumes random mixing on each

sublattice. The vacancy can be a constituent of any sub-

lattice and thus contribute to the configurational entropy.

For more details of the excess Gibbs energy and other

terms the reader is refered to Ref 4.

2.2.1 The Partial Gibbs Energy Again

When a phase is modeled with sublattices it may not be

possible to calculate the partial Gibbs energy for a com-

ponent. But it will always be possible to calculate the

chemical potential of an endmember, I, using this formula

GI ¼ GM þ
X

s

oGM

oyi2Is

� �

T ;P;yj 6¼i

�
X

s

X

j

yjs
oGM

oyj

� �

T ;P;yk 6¼j

ðEq 8Þ

where i 2 Is means the constituent in sublattice s of the

endmember I. This equation is derived in Ref 6 and 12. By

combining chemical potentials of different endmembers we

can usually obtain the chemical potential of the compo-

nents and using the algorithm described in Ref 13 and 14

for the equilibrium calculation there is no need to explicitly

calculate the chemical potential of the components for each

phase, it is sufficient to calculate the first and second

derivatives of the Gibbs energy with respect to T, P and the

constituent fractions.

Most crystalline phases as shown in Fig. 1 have crys-

tallographically different sites, it is only simple structures

such as FCC, BCC and HCP that can be completely

disordered.

2.3 Phases Which are Always Ordered

2.3.1 Interstitial Solutions

In the C-Fe system carbon dissolves at the octahedral

interstitial sites in FCC, which originally are empty, and in

CEF the model is denoted (Fe)1(C,Va)1 with Fe on the

substitutional sites and C and Va mixing on the interstitial

sites. In BCC the size of interstitial sites is much smaller

but there are 3 times as many and the CEF model is

(Fe)1(C,Va)3. The phase diagram for C-Fe from an

assessment by Ref 15 and the calculated Gibbs energy

curves are shown in Fig. 3, the reference states are BCC for

Fe and graphite for C. Note the large extension of the

metastable range of the Gibbs energies.

The chemical potential of C in BCC iron can be

obtained by taking the difference between the partial Gibbs

energy for two endmembers GFe:Va and GFe:C, which at

equilibrium are the sum of the chemical potentials of the

components and GVa ¼ 0:

GFe:Va ¼GFe

GFe:C ¼GFe þ 3GC

ðEq 9Þ

where the first term represents the chemical potential of Fe

(because Va has zero chemical potential at equilibrium). A

simple subtraction gives the chemical potential of C:

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 The phase diagram of Al-Fe assessed by Ref 7 in (a) has

several first and second order order/disorder transitions in the BCC

(A2) phase. In (b) the constituent fractions in the D03, B2 and

disordered A2 phase at 30 % Al (along the red line in (a)) is shown as

a function of T. In (c) the effect of these ordering transformations on

the heat capacity for the 30% Al composition is shown. There is also a

ferromagnetic transition which has a minor effect. All 3 figures are

calculated from a single Gibbs energy function for the BCC phase

with parameters which has been fitted to experimental data (Color

figure online)
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GC ¼ 1

3
ðGFe:C � GFe:VaÞ ðEq 10Þ

For some CEF based models it is not possible to extract the

chemical potentials of each component.

In Fig. 4 the Gibbs energy surface for the FCC phase in

the C-Fe-Ti system from an assessment by Ref 16 is shown

modeled with 2 sublattices as (Fe,Ti)1(C,Va)1. The four

corners represent pure FCC Fe, the (metastable) pure FCC

Ti, the stable cubic TiC carbide and the metastable cubic

FeC carbide. The very low Gibbs energy for the cubic

carbide in the TiC corner explains that this can be in

equilibrium with the Fe-rich austenite.

The Gibbs energy difference between the diagonals of

the constitutional square is:

DGFCC
CFeTi ¼ � GFCC

Fe:Va þ � GFCC
Ti:C � ð �GFCC

Fe:C þ � GFCC
Ti:VaÞ

ðEq 11Þ

where the endmember �GFCC
Fe:Va represent the stable austen-

ite and �GFCC
Ti:C the stable cubic TiC carbide. �GFCC

Fe:C is the

Gibbs energy of a metastable cubic carbide for Fe and
�GFCC

Ti:Va is the Gibbs energy of a metastable FCC structure

for Ti. Many metastable endmembers can today be calcu-

lated by DFT using some care.[17]

The reciprocal Gibbs energy has turned out to be an

important parameter also for an approximation of the short

range order (SRO) as described in section 3.2.

2.3.2 Oxides and Other Compounds with Ionic

Constituents

Intermetallics, carbides, oxides[18] and other phases with

stoichiometric constraints of the components can be mod-

eled with CEF. In the assessment of Fe-O[19] shown in

Fig. 5(a) the wustite phase with a B1 structure was

modeled using ions: (Feþ2, Feþ3, Va)1(O
�2)1, where the

vacancies are needed to maintain electroneutrality and the

magnetite with a spinel structure with O forming an FCC

lattice with Fe ions in both the tetrahedral and octahedral

interstitial sites: ðFeþ2; Feþ3Þ1(Feþ2, Feþ3;VaÞ2(O�2Þ4.
This model can describe both the composition range and

the fact that magnetite is an inverse spinel with mainly

Feþ3 on the tetrahedral sites and equal amount of Feþ2 and

Feþ3 on the octahedral sites.

In the U-O phase diagram in Fig. 5(b) the UO2 phase

has a C1 structure and its extensive composition range was

modeled by Ref 20 with several valences of U and with

vacancies on the octahedral oxygen sites and interstitial O

on the tetrahedral sublattice: ðUþ3;Uþ4;Uþ5Þ1ðO�2;VaÞ2
ðO�2;VaÞ1.

In a quasibinary system like Al2O3-MgO assessed

by Ref 21 shown in Fig. 5(c) there is also a spinel phase

modeled as (Alþ3;Mgþ2Þ1ðAlþ3;Mgþ2;VaÞ2ðO�2Þ1 with a

large composition range and there is also some solubility of

Al in the Periclase phase. The model for the liquid phase in

these systems is described using the two-sublattice ionic

liquid model mentioned in section 4 and described in Ref

4.

2.3.3 Modeling Defects in Ordered Phases

Many intermediate phases in a system may have almost

fixed composition and can in simpler cases be treated as

such. However, in reality there exists always a small range

of solubility and in some cases it is important to model this,

for example in compound semiconductors.[22–26]

Defects can be vacancies, anti-site atoms, and intersti-

tials and they can also be charged. When developing

multicomponent databases the defects considered are
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Fig. 3 The phase diagram for C-Fe in (a) has interstitial solution of C

in the BCC and FCC phases. In (b) the Gibbs energy curves at 1000 K

are shown. The curves for FCC and BCC ends at 50% C and 75%

respectively as that is the maximum solubility of C according to the

CEF model. The liquid phase is modeled as a regular solution and

extends to pure C
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frequently simplified, for example the Laves phases, C14,

C15 and C36 are generally modeled with anti-site atoms

following a recommendation from the Ringberg work-

shop[27] even if there are cases in binary systems where

other defects are dominant. The solubility range of an

almost stoichiometric phase must not be ignored if the

phase has a larger solubility in a ternary or higher order

systems, for example the B2 phase in Fe-Ti extends to pure

BCC-Ti inside the ternary Al-Fe-Ti system.

The frequently used Wagner-Schottky defect model[28]

uses 3 parameters, the Gibbs energy at the ideal

composition and the increase of the Gibbs energy when

adding a defect on either side. As described in Ref 4 this

model can be implemented as a CEF model by introducing

one more parameter representing the metastable phase

consisting of only defects. In fact this has turned out to be a

useful feature when developing databases because what is a

defect in one binary system may be a normal constituent in

another. A detailed discussion of models for defects can be

found in Ref 12.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 A 3D surface of the Gibbs energy for the FCC phase in the Fe-

Ti-C system modeled with two sublattices in (a). It clearly shows that

one can have an equilibrium between an Fe-rich FCC phase and the

TiC phase with the same structure. In (b) the same surface from above

with the colors indication the value of the Gibbs energy for varying

compositions

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Oxide system using CEF models with LRO for the solid

phases. The phase diagram for Fe-O in (a) has 3 oxides, wustite with

B2 structure, magnetite and hematite with a corundum structure. In

(b) the O-U system with the high melting UO2 oxide with C1

structure which is used as fuel in most nuclear reactors. In (c) a

quasibinary system Al2O3-MgO with a spinel with a wide solubility

range and some solubility of Al in the periclase phase with a B2

structure. When assessing different binary systems it is important to

use the same model for phases with the same structure because they

may form solutions in higher order systems
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2.3.4 The Partitioned Model

Modeling phases, such as TCP phases, with many sublat-

tices and constituents leads to a large number of end-

members. A r phase with 5 sublattices in a six component

system allowing all components to enter all sublattices has

65 ¼ 7776 endmembers. That would be very cumbersome

to use in a simulation and in addition it is practically

impossible to obtain the Gibbs energies of all these end-

members even using DFT. In fact almost all of these

endmembers represent metastable or even unstable com-

pounds (see section 5) and can safely be set to zero without

affecting the stable equilibria with this phase. Only those

endmembers that represent configurations that are stable or

close to be stable need an accurate endmember energy but

it is not a trivial task to identify such endmembers.

These endmember energies together with a configura-

tion independent excess Gibbs energy can be adjusted to

describe the experimental information of the stability range

of the TCP phase. The configurantion independent excess

term depends only on the mole fractions which can be

calculated from the sublattice constitutions as given by

Eq 6. The Gibbs energy for this regular solution also

includes the Gibbs energies of the pure elements in the

TCP phase structure when all sites are occupied by the

same element. The total Gibbs energy for the TCP phase

includes all this with the configurational entropy calculated

using sublattices:

GM ¼
X

i

xi
�Gi þ

X

I2J
PIðyi2IsÞ �GI

þ RT
X

s

as
X

i

yis lnðyisÞ þ E GMðxiÞ
ðEq 12Þ

where the value of �Gi is relative to a defined reference

state for element i and the endmember energies, �GI , are

relative to �Gi for the same phase. The endmembers I are

the subset of all possible endmembers J with non-zero

value of �GI . The excess Gibbs energy EGMðxiÞ is calcu-
lated using the mole fractions. This very useful combina-

tion of a sublattice configurational entropy and regular

solution excess Gibbs energy was first proposed by

Dupin[29] and later published[30] and has been used to

model several alloy systems shown in Fig. 6.

2.3.5 TCP Phases and Similar

The method to partition the Gibbs energy into a configu-

ration dependent and a configuration independent excess

energy explained in the previous section is particularly

useful describing TCP phases like r; v and l phases. These

have all a slightly distorted BCC lattice with several sub-

lattices and most elements can enter any sublattices but

some are preferred because of different atomic sizes and

bonds. In Fig. 7 the Gibbs energy curves for several phases

in the Mo-Re system at 2000 K are shown across the

composition range together with the constitutions of the r
and v phases modeled with 5 and 4 sublattices respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6 The phase diagram for Fe-Mo by Ref 31 in (a) with the Laves,

l; r and R phases. In (b) the Re-W phase diagram by Ref 32 with r
and v and in (c) the Mo-Re phase diagram by Ref 33 also with r and v
phases. These elements are important alloying addition in many alloys

and as TCP phases are bad for the mechanical properties of the alloy,

the stability range of the TCP phases must be carefully controlled in

multicomponent alloys
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In most commercial databases the TCP phases are

modeled with fewer sublattices than required by the crystal

structure and also with a reduced set of constituents on

each sublattices. The reason for this is, as already men-

tioned, that a large number of endmembers makes assess-

ments difficult and calculations slower.

But there are ways to improve the situation. Using the

partitioned model we can describe the configurational

entropy correctly and the excess parameters can be fitted

with a regular solution of the components. The large

number of possible endmembers can be reduced signifi-

cantly by including only those which would lower the

Gibbs energy of the phase. By intelligent guessing or

maybe machine learning we can also reduce the number of

DFT calculation necessary to determine those. Recently a

very promising new way of describing the model param-

eters in TCP phases using effective bond energies has been

proposed by Dupin et al.[34]

2.3.6 SRO for Phases with LRO

The effect of SRO is most important when the phase has no

LRO. In fact it is not easy to separate the effect of SRO

when there is also LRO and thus SRO can be modeled as a

part of the LRO contribution. We should also consider that

in Calphad modeling the origin of different physical phe-

nomena that contribute to the Gibbs energy is frequently

ignored unless it is very large and has a particular com-

position dependence like the ferromagnetic transition.

2.4 Phases with Order/Disorder Transition

The technically most important phase with an order/dis-

order transition is without doubt the L12 ordered form of

the FCC phase. This phase exists in the Al-Ni system

around 25 mole% of Al as shown in Fig. 8(b). The L12
phase is of central interest in Ni-based superalloys used for

the turbine blades in most airplane engines due to its good

corrosion and mechanical properties both at high and low

T. There is intensive research ongoing to develop better

and cheaper alloys based on this or similar ordered phases

and calculations based on Calphad databases are used to

reduce the experimental efforts because small variations in

composition and heat treatments have significant effects.

An additional problem is that many alloying additions may

form TCP phases so careful composition and process

control is needed.

2.4.1 The Two-Sublattice Model for Order/Disorder

The two-sublattice model for phases with order/disorder

transformation has been used for long time developing

commercial databases for Ni-based superalloys starting

from the assessment of Al-Ni by Ansara et al.[35] In the B2

ordered BCC phase in the Al-Ni system the Ni atoms are

replaced by vacancies on Al rich side. Thus the model used

includes vacancies as constituent on all sublattices and this

means one has to describe the properties of thermal

vacancies in the BCC phase, this problem has been dis-

cussed recently in Ref 12.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 The Gibbs energy curves at 1500 K for the Mo-Re system in

(a) and the constitution of the r phase across the system in (b) and that

of the v phase in (c) showing which sublattices are preferred by the

different elements. Only a small composition range can be determined

experimentally
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For the FCC phase the two-sublattice model is not

symmetrical as one of the sublattices contains nearest

neighbors. This requires a rather complicated addition of

binary and ternary excess parameters when extending to

multicomponent systems in order to ensure that the disor-

dered state is described correctly. Moreover, the two-sub-

lattice model used for the L12 ordered phase in Al-Ni based

systems, cannot describe the L10 ordered phase which is

also an ordered form of the FCC phase and is stable for

example in Al-Ti which is also of technical interest.

There is an interest to use a 4 sublattice model in

databases but this step has not been made due to the fact

that the increase of the number of constituent fractions in

the 4 sublattice model increases significantly the time to

calculate equilibria in multicomponent systems.

2.4.2 The 4 Sublattice Model for Order/Disorder

The first attempt to use CEF to model both L12 and L10
ordering in FCC was made by Ref 36 in an assessment of

the Au-Cu system, shown in Fig. 8(a). There has also been

assessments of Al-Ni by Sundman and Dupin[37] shown in

Fig. 8 using the 4 sublattice model including the SRO

approximation discussed in section 3.2.

Thermodynamic assessments using the 4 sublattice

model are quite limited but there have been a number of

publications for the ordered/disordered fcc phases (L12 and

A1)[38–40] and bcc phases (Bcc_B2 and Bcc_A2).[41,42] The

advantage of the 4 sub-lattice model for the description of

order/disorder phase transitions is that several ordered

phases can be described by a single Gibbs energy function.

But there are no commercial database yet with this model.

2.4.3 Order/Disorder Models Requiring More than 4

Sublattices

The j phase in Al-Fe-C has a perovskite structure and has

ordering both on the substitutional sites for Al and Fe and

on the interstitial sublattice with C and Va. This requires 8

sublattices to be modeled:

(Al,Fe)0:25(Al,Fe)0:25(Al,Fe)0:25(Al,Fe)0:25

(Va,C)0:25(Va,C)0:25(Va,C)0:25(Va,C)0:25

where the first 4 sublattices represent the almost stable L12
and L10 ordering of the FCC phase in Al-Fe system and the

last 4 an ordering of C and Va on the interstitial sublattices.

But in the assessment by Connetable et al.[43] the interstitial

ordering was simplified by using only a quarter of the

interstitial sites available in the disordered FCC.

Other cases when more than 4 sublattices would be

needed is to model the D022 and D023 ordering of the FCC

and HCP phases but as these phases have very little tech-

nological interest it is normally sufficient to treat them as

separate phases, not as an ordered form of the FCC or HCP

phases.

2.4.4 The Partitioned Model for Phases with Order/

Disorder Transformations

The partitioning of the Gibbs energy in an ordered and

disordered part is possible also when the phase has an

order/disorder transition but it has an importance difference

in order to simplify the assessment of the ordering

parameters. The reason is that phases like FCC, BCC and

HCP exist as disordered in most system and the ordering is

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8 The phase diagram for Au-Cu by Ref 36 in (a), for Al-Ni

by Ref 35 in (b) and in (c). The diagram in (c) is a metastable diagram

for just the FCC phase in Al-Ni showing also the L10 ordering. The

parameters for the L10 ordering is from DFT calculations and there is

no stable L12 phase on the Al-rich side in accordance with the DFT

calculations. The SRO is approximated by a reciprocal parameter

according to Eq 18
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a feature that occurs only in a few systems. These systems

normally also have the disordered phase stable in some

composition and T range. It is thus important to be able to

assesses the parameters for the ordered and disordered parts

independently. This is achieved by subtracting the Gibbs

energy for the ordered part calculated after replacing the

fractions in all sublattices with the disordered mole

fractions.

GM ¼ dis GM þ D odGM

D odGM ¼ ordGMðyÞ � ord GMðy ¼ xÞ
ðEq 13Þ

where disGM is the Gibbs energy without the ordering

sublattices and ordGM the Gibbs energy for the order/dis-

order using sublattices. The latter is calculated twice, once

with the original sublattice fractions, y, and once with these

replaced with the disordered fractions, y ¼ x. If the phase is

disordered we have y ¼ x and D odGM ¼ 0.

This partitioning makes it easy to combine assessments

where an FCC, BCC or HCP phase has an order/disorder

phases with systems where the phase is always disordered

because one just has to combine the parameters of the

disordered parts.

The extra calculation of ordGM makes the use of this

model slightly more complex but it is a necessary tool for

those who assess and develop the thermodynamic data-

bases. Note that the configurational entropy is included 3

times, in disGM;
ord GMðyÞ and in ordGMðy ¼ xÞ but the first

and last will always cancel and do not have to be

calculated.

3 Short Range Ordering

The CEF model for ordering has always been heavily

criticized because it has no explicit SRO contribution.

However, as shown in section 3.2 the CEF model has a

term which provides an approximate contribution to SRO.

3.1 CVM Based Models and MC Calculations

The Cluster Variation Method (CVM) developed by

Kikuchi[3] basically solved all problems modeling LRO

and SRO together for phases with ordering.[44–50] Kikuchi

managed to derive an entropy expression using clusters of

different sizes that gives the correct entropy expression.

The criteria that the configuration is correct is that all

clusters that include a specific lattice point must agree on

the atom placed in that point.

However, when the model was published in 1951 there

were no computers available that could cope with the

complexity of the model. Not until 1976[44] there was a

computer software which made this model of practical

interest. Even today with very fast computers CVM is very

difficult to use for multicomponent systems and alternative

methods like Monte-Carlo calculations[51–54] are some-

times preferred. In both methods it can be of critical

importance to select the correct set of clusters for each

alloy system and this makes it difficult to combine

assessments to create databases.

3.1.1 CVM Tetrahedron Model for FCC

For an FCC lattice using only tetrahedron clusters the

model is simple with the configurational entropy:

srfGCVM�teta
M ¼

X

ijkl

qijkl
�Gijkl

cfgSCVM�tetra
M ¼ �2R

X

ijkl

qijkl lnðqijklÞ
 

�
X

st

X

ij

pis;jt lnðpis;jtÞ

þ 5

4

X

s

X

i

yis lnðyisÞ
!

ðEq 14Þ

where qijkl are fractions of the tetrahedra clusters contain-

ing 4 atoms, each on a separate sublattice. There are 6 pairs

in these tetrahedra and pis;jt is the probability of an ij pair

between sublattice s and t. Finally yis the ‘‘point’’ proba-

bility (constituent fraction) of constituent i on sublattice s

which can be different on each sublattice if there is LRO.

The values of pis;jt and yis are calculated from the set of

cluster fractions, qijkl. The indices i, j, k, l represent the

constituents on the 4 sublattices needed for the tetrahedra

so the CVM model includes both LRO and SRO. If there is

no LRO the point fractions on all sublattices are the same

but as qijkl 6¼ yi;1yj;2yk;3yl;4 the entropy expression Eq 14

will still give an SRO contribution. Due to crystallograpic

symmetry we have also several relations like:

�Gijjj ¼ � Gjijj ¼ � Gjjij ¼ � Gjjji ðEq 15Þ

because all sites must be equivalent when the phase is

disordered.

As already mentioned the CVM model requires a large

number of clusters in a multicomponent system, a 4 sub-

lattice FCC with 5 components using the tetrahedron model

has 54 ¼ 625 clusters whereas a CEF model would have

5 � 4 ¼ 20 constituent fractions and this gives a consider-

able computational advantage for the CEF model. A CVM

based model certainly provides a better estimate SRO

contribution than CEF in binary and ternary systems but in

multicomponent system the number of clusters increases

drastically and that means the contribution from each

cluster to the SRO in the disordered state will decrease and

the difference with a CEF model will also decrease.
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For the Shockley model the L12 and L10 ordered

structures all disordered at the equiatomic composition as

shown in Fig. 9(a). Furthermore, this transformation was of

second order with no heat of transformation whereas

experimentally there is a heat of transformation.

Adding the reciprocal parameters the CEF model we can

obtain almost the same phase diagram as the CVM tetra-

hedron model and there is also a similar heat effect as

shown in Fig. 10(a) for the equiatomic composition. The

main difference between the CEF and CVM models is in

the heat capacity because the CEF model, using a constant

for the reciprocal parameter, has no heat capacity due to

SRO in the disordered state as shown in Fig. 10.

3.1.2 The Quasichemical CVM Approximation

As it is of interest for modeling SRO in liquids we explain

the simplest CVM based model, i.e. the quasichemical

model assuming two sublattices with z bonds between the

sublattices and with the restriction that all nearest neighbor

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9 The phase diagram calculated by Shockley in 1938 using a

single bond energy for the A-B bond and the Bragg-Williams model

for the entropy in (a). In (b) the CVM tetrahedron model using the

same bond energy but the CVM tetrahedron configurational entropy.

In (c) the CEF model using the same bond energy and Bragg-

Williams configurational entropy and a reciprocal parameter accord-

ing to Eq 18. All diagrams are calculated with the same single bond

energy. Note the temperature axis in (a) extends to the double value of

(b) and (c)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10 In (a) the heat of transformation from L10 to A1 is shown for

the CVM and CEF models. In (b) the heat capacity for the CVM

tetrahedron model is shown in the ordered and disordered state and

there are SRO ordering that gradualy decrease. In (c) the heat capacity

in the ordered state is due to the gradual disordering on the sublattices

but there is no heat capacity effect due to SRO in the disordered state

using a temperature independent reciprocal parameter in Eq 18
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bonds are with the other sublattice. Such restrictions are

possible for the simple cubic (SC) and the BCC lattice but

not for FCC. The two terms in the Gibbs energy expression

for this model are:

srfGm ¼
X

i

X

j

pij
�Gij

cfgSm ¼ � zR

2

X

i

X

j

pij ln
pij

y0iy
00
j

 !

� R
X

i

y0i lnðy0iÞ þ
X

i

y00i lnðy00i Þ
 !

ðEq 16Þ

where pij is the probability of a pair between i on first

sublattice and j on the second. z is the number of nearest

neighbours, for the SC that is 6 and for the BCC it is 8. The

FCC phase cannot be modeled with the quasichemical

model as some nearest neighbours (pairs) would share the

same sublattice, FCC ordering requires at least the CVM

tetrahedron model with 4 sublattices.

Note that when there is LRO we have pij 6¼ pji whereas

when there is no LRO they are equal. The SRO is related to

the difference:

�ij ¼pij � y0iy
00
j ðEq 17Þ

and when there is no SRO �ij ¼ 0 and pij ¼ y0iy
00
j and we

have an ideal configurational entropy because the first term

in Eq 16 will vanish.

3.1.3 The Cluster Site Approximation

The quasi-chemical model[55] for the non-random distri-

bution of the pairs of neighboring sites was generalized by

Yang and Li[56–58] in 1940’s to consider groups or clusters

containing larger number of sites. Their assumption of the

noninterference of the clusters gave an entropy equation

involving only the cluster entropy and the single-site

entropy. Due to this nature of Yang and Li’s generalized

quasi-chemical model, a new name, Cluster Site Approxi-

mation (CSA), was coined by Oates and Wenzl[59] for

highlighting the essence of the model. The advantage of the

CSA model over the cluster variation method (CVM) is

that the independent variables in the Gibbs energy func-

tional are the site probabilities instead of the cluster

probabilities. The use of only site probabilities in CSA

reduces drastically the number of independent variables in

the Gibbs energy functional. The number of equations that

needs to be solved in the CSA model is in the order of C � n
(C being the number of components and n being the size of

the cluster) instead of the Cn required in CVM in which the

cluster probabilities are used. Unlike the zeroth approxi-

mation, which is often referred to as Bragg-Williams

approximation, however, the CSA model takes the short-

range order into consideration, which is an important fea-

ture describing phases that undergo an order/disorder

transition.

In order to improve the accuracy of the original CSA

model, the number of energetically non-interfering clusters

per site was suggested to be allowed to act as an

adjustable parameter that can be fitted to either Monte

Carlo (MC) simulation results or experimental data.[60–62]

Zhang et al.[61] demonstrated that using the relaxed CSA

model they can obtain an improved thermodynamic

description of the fcc order/disorder transition in the Ni-Al

system with the use of fewer model parameters than pre-

vious descriptions using CEF. To the best of our knowl-

edge, so far the CSA model has been employed to model

the Au-Ni, Au-Cu, Au-Ni, Cd-Mg,[63] Cr-Pt[64] and Cr-

Ir[65] binary systems. The successful applications of CSA

approximation to fcc phases (L12 and A1) in a few ternary

systems[62, 66–68] and even two quaternary systems of Ni-

Al-Cr-Re[69] and Ni-Al-Cr-Ir[70] have been demonstrated,

but so far no multicomponent database has been built using

this model.

3.2 The SRO Approximation in CEF Using

Reciprocal Parameters

In 1998 Sundman et al.[36] derived an expression for the

contribution to the Gibbs energy due to SRO for a quasi-

chemical CVM based model. They found that the first term

of a Taylor expansion of the SRO contribution according to

Eq 16 to the Gibbs energy is:

�y0Ay
0
By

00
Ay

00
B

ðDGABÞ2

zRT
ðEq 18Þ

where y represent the constituent fractions (point proba-

bilities) on the different sublattices, z the number of bonds

between the sublattices and DGAB is the so called recip-

rocal Gibbs energy, already mentioned in section 2.3.1, for

the difference of the diagonals of the endmembers of the

model:

DGAB ¼ � GA:A þ � GB:B � � GA:B � � GB:A ðEq 19Þ

In a CEF model such a parameter is denoted LA;B:A;B and

referred to as a reciprocal parameter. As the term is neg-

ative and DG is squared it will always decrease the Gibbs

energy.

This term is entropic as it is divided by T but in most

cases the LA;B:A;B parameter used to represent the SRO

contribution has been taken as constant because extrapo-

lations to low T give wrong results with a T�1 term. In

practice the SRO contribution is most important at the

temperature of the order/disorder transition and above and

the reciprocal parameter is adjusted to fit this. That means
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the SRO contribution will normally not decrease with T

and there is no contribution to the heat capacity when the

phase is disordered. When calculating Fig. 9(c) and 10(c)

the reciprocal parameter was set equal to the bond energy

used in the �Gijkl parameters.

Note that due to the partitioning of the Gibbs energy for

phases with order/disorder transformations the reciprocal

parameters must be included in the disordered part as an

excess Gibbs energy because SRO is most important when

the phase is disordered. How to do this is explained in

Lukas et al.[4]

All the calculations with the CEF model for systems

with order/disorder transitions, as in Fig. 2(a), have this

SRO contribution, except where specifically mentioned.

More examples adopting this approach can be found in Ref

42, 71, and 72.

3.3 SRO as Entropy and/or Enthalpy Contribution

SRO changes the local configuration to minimize the total

energy of the system and this affects both the enthalpy and

the configurational entropy. The reciprocal model does not

introduce any explicit constituent variable to describe SRO

and has thus no effect on the configurational entropy.

However, the reciprocal parameter can depend on T and

thus contribute to the entropy as well as the enthalpy of the

system.

4 SRO in Liquids

In liquids the atoms have no fixed positions but we may

find very strong SRO at certain compositions.

The following types of liquid models are described in

more detail by Ref 4:

The associate model reduces the configurational entropy

due to SRO by introducing a molecule with the composi-

tion related to the composition of strong SRO. It is called

the associate model because the associate is a modeling

tool, there is no assumption that the molecule really

exists.[73] This model has problems in multicomponent

systems as the interaction between the associates are dif-

ficult to determine and extrapolations are uncertain. At

very dilute compositions the associates increase the con-

figurational entropy and may give wrong extrapolations.

The quasichemical model without LRO is used by the

FactSage group in Montereal. It has been used successfully

for multicomponent databases of oxide liquid and matte

phases[74–78] and recently also for metallic liquids. It has no

LRO transition and thus the bond probabilities pij ¼ pji
always. The number of bonds, z in Eq 16 is set to a

physically unrealistic value, z ¼ 2, but this avoids the

problem with negative configurational entropy when the

bond energy is so strong that liquid would like to have

LRO, i.e. pij 6¼ pji. But it also means the model requires

additional parameters to describe liquid miscibility gaps.

There are several commercial databases using this model.

The corrected quasichemical model was proposed by

Hillert et al.[79] and use a realistic number of bonds in the

liquid but it has never been implemented and tested for a

real system.

The ionic two sublattice model was proposed by Hillert

et al.[80] This model treat SRO as LRO in the liquid based

on the Temkin[10] assumption that molten salts can be

considered having two sublattices, not with fixed sites in

space but a complete separation of cations and anions and

that a cation never will take the place of an anion as that

would require a large amount of energy. The Temkin

model has been expanded to include also liquids without

anions and with neutral constituents. An interesting fact is

that the normal regular solution model, used for metals, is a

subset of this model and so is some cases of the associate

model also. This model is used in several commercial

databases for alloys, oxides and other systems.

The cell model for metallurgical slags was proposed by

Kapoor et al.[81] and used at Acelor-Mittal.[82,83]

The central atoms model was developed by Lupis and

Elliott[84] and generalized by Foo and Lupis[85] for multi-

component solid solutions in steels. The model has found

applications in both liquid metals and metallurgical

slags[86,87] as well as amorphous metal alloys[88] with good

results.

5 Assessment of Model Parameters

Developing thermodynamic databases is a long term pro-

ject, most of the currently available commercial databases

were started more than 20 years ago. At the start of a

database development it is important to select the models

to be used with extreme care because changing the model

for a phase later means that most of the parameters for that

phase must be modified which is a significant effort. This

fact is also a problem for those interested in developing

new models.

Model parameters can normally not be measured

directly and even if they can, such as enthalpies of for-

mations, they must be adjusted to fit many different kinds

of experimental data such as enthalpies of mixing, heat

capacities, chemical potentials and phase diagram data. By

default large metastable ranges of the phases are also

included in an assessment but there is also an interest to

have realistic metastable extrapolations because during a

simulation of a phase transformation many of the phases
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will have compositions outside the stable range. For

example rapid quenching will normally result in

metastable states and it is important to be able to predict

which phases that may appear using a Calphad database.

Over the last 20 years DFT calculations have provided

valuable information in particular for metastable endmem-

bers but sometimes the results represent so called ‘‘me-

chanically unstable’’ endmembers (with imaginary phonon

frequencies) with values that are meaningless.[17]

6 Summary

When modeling ordering in alloys with the Calphad

method there will always be a trade off between physical

realism and obtaining useful results with reasonable efforts

and computational times. Some 30 years ago the early

ab initio calculations seemed to make the Calphad mod-

eling superfluous but today many physicists are interested

to use the Calphad technique because they have found that

the results from their calculations and experimental work

need the mean field technique provided by the Calphad

models in order to yield practically useful results in mul-

ticomponent alloys. The development of Calphad models

has also gained from this collaboration.

The development of materials and processes for new

demanding applications requires a practical tool like Cal-

phad for describing the thermodynamics of multicompo-

nent system with many solution phases, in particular for

metastable states, during simulations at varying T, P and

phase compositions.
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